
The Rural Schools Collaborative 
Thank you to North Dakota Small Organized Schools for being our 
North Dakota Hub partner. Thanks to ElRoy Burkle for his support!



The Rural Schools Collaborative 

We believe that rural schools and communities get better together 
and that a sustainable American future must include a thriving 

rural landscape.



The Rural Schools Collaborative 
Supports public education through place-based engagement, rural 

philanthropy, and developing teacher leaders. 

Launched in 2015, RSC is led by a volunteer board and consists of
strategic partners, advocates, and ten regional action Hubs.





The Rural Schools Collaborative 
How we implement our mission:

• Grants in Place
• Place Network Schools
• Rural Teacher Corps Initiative
• School Foundation Capacity Building



Grants in Place
Since 2015 the Rural Schools Collaborative and its partners have 

awarded more than $400,000 to rural teachers for innovative place-
based projects.



North Dakota Grants:
Alysa Palmer of Bottineau High School received $1,000 for a MakerSpace project.
Kerri Zahrbock of Lisbon High School received $300 for a community mentorship 
program.



Why is Place-Based Important?
1. Rural communities benefit from involvement and engagement.
2. Students need stronger connections to their local communities.
3. Learning networks need to expand from the school to the entire community.
4. Learners often benefit from different teaching models
5. Local challenges need innovative solutions and youthful input!



Rural Teacher Corps Initiative
This is a mission-driven effort to create regional pipelines for the 
recruitment, preparation, and placement of rural teacher-leaders



The recruitment, preparation and placement of outstanding 
rural teacher-leaders is more important than ever.

In fact, public schools may be the best and most prevalent 
infrastructure available to attract intellectual capital into 

struggling or isolated rural regions.



We have to improve upon traditional teacher education program preparation.
In addition to being more intentional, we need teacher-leaders who:

• Have a strong sense of place, mission, and rural identity, 
• Have a more comprehensive understanding of rural “issues,”
• Are savvy communicators, networkers, and users of new media;
• Recognize the value of collaboration,
• Are perceived as community leaders and catalysts for change.

We are currently working with several “rural teacher corps initiatives in different 
states.



Teacher Corps Partners:

• Ozarks Teacher Corps (MO)
• Black Belt Teacher Corps (AL) 
• Urbana University (OH)
• Monmouth College (IL)
• Great River Teacher Corps (Western 

Illinois University)
• Chico State University RiSE Program (CA)
• Eastern Illinois University

New initiative: “I am a Rural 
Teacher!”



The need for strengthening place shows the 
need for Rural Philanthropy and School 

Foundations.
We help organization build capacity for local and regional 

philanthropy that focuses on the relationships between small 
schools and their communities.



Why So Important! 

One of the greatest threats to rural economic health is capital 
flight or what is often called the inheritance drain.

Public school foundations present a wonderful opportunity to 
combat this transfer of wealth from rural to more urban regions, 

where the children of successful rural families often reside.



Examples: 
We continue to work with our founding partner, Community Foundation of the Ozarks and 
its Rural Schools Partnership program that includes more than 70 rural school districts and 

has developed more than $30 million in endowment since 2009.

We are currently working in western Illinois with a regional foundation on $300,000 
challenge grant project for seven rural school district foundations and three small town 

community funds.



North Dakota Community Foundation
You are fortunate that you have an innovative statewide 
community foundation that is committed to partnerships that 
enhance rural communities, including school foundation.

NDCF currently works with 13 school foundations.
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